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Happy Monday, Villagers 

Please send along your suggestions for materials to add to the
daily tips. We're always looking for good content. And visit our

website for more information about our organization and
programs. 

Note: The Tips now has its own email address to forward ideas for content.
Please correct your email. 

 

Photo: Gazania rigens by Ingrid Kreis
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Monday:STRETCH AND STRENGTHEN WITH RAYNER. 11-12 
Monday: ADU EXPO (ACCESSORY DWELLING UNITS).2-3:30 
Wednesday: PG&E TOWN HALL ON SAFETY. 12-1:30 
Sunday: Tales of the Trail. 7-8

Latest on COVID Vaccines 

 

65+:  for appointments at Marin Public Health's two locations
at Marin Center and Larkspur Landing Ferry Terminal and all other
Marin locations.  https://coronavirus.marinhhs.org/vaccine/status
Subscribe to the Marin County COVID-19 Status Update for daily updates on
COVID 
The online MyTurn system also doubles as a notification system.
Everyone is encouraged to register with the MyTurn system to be
notified of when you're eligible to be vaccinated at a nearby large
scale vaccine site.
The SausalitoVillage Website has information on COVID vaccinations
and tests.

New Vaccine Appointment Hotline for Older Adults 

Starting March 1, Marin County older adult residents – age 75 & older --
who have struggled to make their own COVID-19 vaccination

appointments via the internet can call 833-641-1988 to get assistance
from a real live human being.  This phone line will operate Monday
through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and is targeting those do not have
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internet connectivity or an at-home computer, tablet or smartphone.  If
you know of an older adult who does not have reliable internet access

and has been unable to secure a vaccine appointment, please share this
information with them!

Charles Arenson - Nancy Bank - Barbara Duncan - Benjamin Farnham - Lee Follett -
Gail Forrest - Judith Haslam - Charlotte Mastrangelo - Cynthia Ong - Safoura Moainipour -

Patricia Pigman - Katherine (Delilah Smith - Janet M. Thuesen - Ellen Fusco.
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100+ TOP TRAVEL QUOTES TO FUEL YOU
WANDERLUST
Who doesn’t love travel quotes?! They’re a little slice of inspiration perfect for
any situation. Whether you’re planning for a trip, recovering from a trip, battling
post-trip blues or are just looking for a little something to give you a boost,
there’s a quote out there that can speak to whatever you need.
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This Artist Has Created a Paper Menagerie of
Delicate Animal Portraits for Almost 40 Years
Artist Calvin Nicholls manipulates ordinary sheets of paper into incredible relief
sculptures using standard carving tools. He finds inspiration for his paper art in
the diversity of wildlife and uses his honed skills to replicate feathers, fur, and
fins with masterful precision. “They all present their unique challenges and
rewards while showcasing the possibilities of paper as a medium,” Nicholls tells
My Modern Met. “I was struck by the latent properties hiding in a simple sheet
of paper as we explored grain direction, structural limits, scoring and folding
during a lab in art school.”

Why do the queen's guards wear such tall hats?
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They're up there with double-decker buses, red phone booths and Big Ben
when it comes to quintessentially British things, but the uniforms sported by
Queen Elizabeth II's guards weren't designed to look aesthetically pleasing.
They were devised as essential accoutrements of battle against the United
Kingdom's enemies during the 1800s. 

For information about emergency
preparedness and COVID resources, visit the

continuously updated Sausalito Village
website.
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